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Semanti Web appli ations that in lude map visualization
lients are be oming ommon. When the des ription of an entity ontains
oordinate pairs, semanti appli ations often lay them as pins on maps
provided by Web mapping servi e appli ations, su h as Google Maps.
Nowadays, semanti appli ations annot guarantee that those maps provide spatial information related to the entities pinned to them. To address
this issue, this paper proposes a renement of Linked Data pra ti es,
named Geo Linked Data, whi h denes a lightweight semanti infrastru ture to relate URIs that identify real world entities with geospatial
Web resour es, su h as maps.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Lo ation pins on maps are a powerful way to
they are just presentation tools in Semanti
dereferen e a URI, su h as

onvey spatial information, but

Web appli ations. Today, we

http://dbpedia.org/resour e/Lisbon,

ma hine-pro essable data about the

ity of Lisbon, and use a lo ation pin to

show the user where Lisbon is. However, the use of su h maps in Semanti
appli ations

an

to obtain
Web

an produ e undesired situations, su h as representing data about

Lisbon over a map provided by Google Maps that shows the ex eption message:


We are sorry, but we don't have imagery at this zoom level for this region . We

believe that the juxtaposition of data and maps in Semanti

Web appli ations

should not be justied by the lo ation. The juxtaposition of data and maps
only be justied when the lo ation and the semanti s are

ould

ompatible.

The resear h question behind this issue is how to relate semanti and geospatial depi tions of a real world entity in the Semanti Web. In other words, we are

looking for a feasible approa h for using maps as data in Semanti

Web appli-

ations. This paper proposes a solution that intertwines formal and geospatial
depi tions based on the Linked Data prin iples. Linked Data is an initiative for
inter onne ting data on the Web using the Semanti
users and ma hines

Æ

Web standards, so that

an explore data on the Web. Linked Data [15℄ promotes (1)
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the use of HTTP URIs for identifying

on epts and real world entities, and (2)

a sound use of the HTTP proto ol to assert that a given entity identied by a
URI has a Web resour e as des ription.
The proposed solution renes Linked Data pra ti es to use des riptions available as geospatial Web resour es, su h as a map from a Web mapping servi e.
Web mapping servi es are part of the Geospatial Web or Geoweb [16℄, a set
of spe i ations and appli ations whi h adopts the Internet and Web servi es
to publish, a
tities. Our

ess and transform geospatial

ontribution involves (1) the

that is, geospatial Web resour es that

ould

,

ontent related to real world en-

hara terization of geospatial proxies,
omplement Semanti

tions about entities in some s enarios (2) the identi ation of the

geospatial

of these

re ipe for extending Linked Data with
proxies, and (4) the advertisement of presen e, role and lo ation of
proxies using RDF graphs. We use the term Geo Linked Data, as it

proxies in semanti
geospatial

Web des rip-

roles

appli ations, (3) the

spe ializes the pra ti e followed by the Linked Data

ommunity.

This paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 des ribes related work, Se tion 3
details Geo Linked Data

on epts, Se tion 4 illustrates the role of Geo Linked

Data in a s enario, and, nally, we present

2

on lusions and future work.

Related Work

Tabulator [3℄ and DBPedia Mobile [2℄ represent the mainstream approa h for
the visualization of geographi
tra tion of geographi

properties in Semanti

into a marker added to a map viewer

simplied

to

px, y q

onversion

lient that shows the lo ation of the en-

tity. That is, the geospatial meaning of an entity as
(1)

Web appli ations: the ex-

points from a des ription in RDF, and then, its

pairs, and then (2)

overlaid

omplex as Lisbon is often
on a geospatial des ription

generated in a remote Geoweb server.
The Geoweb emerged in 2000 with the servi e spe i ation Web Map Server
1.0 [5℄ published by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). OGC has also published servi e spe i ations for data a

ess and

atalogues [12℄, and geographi

markup languages, su h as GML [13℄. Nevertheless, the release in 2005 of Google
Maps, whi h enabled an easy integration of maps to existing Web appli ations,
made the Geoweb part of the mainstream Web.
The Geoweb is per eived from the Semanti
of datasets ri h in geographi

Web

ommunity as a provider

des riptions that need to be extra ted from their

silos. This is the approa h of the publi ation as RDF of OpenStreetMap [1℄.
On the other side, the Semanti

Web is per eived from the Geoweb

as the provider of formal infrastru ture (i.e. Semanti
OWL). The appli ation of Semanti

ommunity

Web standards, su h as

Web te hnologies in ludes from enabling

meaningful geospatial information retrieval using geospatial ontologies [6℄ to the
development of proles of Geoweb servi es with RDF and OWL support [7℄. With
Geo Linked Data, we propose an alternative approa h: the use of Semanti

Web

best pra ti es to publish Geoweb resour es alongside their metadata in RDF.
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3

Geo Linked Data

In the Linked Data approa h, when a URI a ts as identier for an entity, whi h
may exist outside the Web, the URI

an be dereferen ed to a Web resour e that

provides useful information about the entity [15℄. The user agent works under
the following assumption: when the URI gives a

ess to a Web resour e with a

proxy
for an entity, at least in that given time. The on ept proxy for is part of the
identity of resour es and entities on the Web (IRE) model proposed by Presutti
dierent URI at a given time, the Web resour e

ould be interpreted as a

and Gangemi [14℄, a framework for reasoning when a Web URI
to an entity. The

proxy for

an be asso iated

asso iation between a Web resour e (e.g. a semanti

des ription) and an entity (e.g. Lisbon) means that the representation of the
Web resour e (e.g. a RDF do ument) materializes information (e.g. a pair of
geographi

oordinates) about the entity.
lassies the proxy for
informal. An exa t proxy for

The IRE model

as

formal

or

relations as

only des ribes one entity, and otherwise it is

proxy

may

exa t

or

approximate, and

relation means that the Web resour e

approximate. Nevertheless, an exa t

ontain referen es to related entities. For example, satellite images

about Portugal may

ontain parts of the Atlanti

satellite images are meant to be

exa t proxies for

O ean and Spain. However,
Portugal. A

formal proxy for

relation means that the Web resour e is represented in a formal language. If not,
it is an
The

informal proxy for relation.
proxy for on ept is independent

of the te hnology and the informa-

tion about the entity. Hen e, the denition of
Web resour e is a Geoweb resour e
entities. We designate as a

proxy for

is appli able when the

onveying spatial

geospatial proxy

hara teristi s of other

any Web resour e

onveying spatial

information about other entities using Geoweb standards (e.g. a GML do ument des ribing the lo ation of Lisbon, a satellite image in JPEG des ribing the
Earth). A

geospatial proxy

is an

exa t geospatial proxy

if it only des ribes one

entity.
Linked Data prin iples require that the information must be available in
RDF and, for humans, should be available in HTML. We
and HTML representations as having

proxy for
tial proxy

an

exa t formal proxy for

hara terize RDF

and

exa t informal
exa t geospa-

relations with an entity, respe tively. For humans, an

and a HTML representation des ribing the same entity

ould

ontain

equivalent spatial information. From a ma hine-pro essable point of view, an

exa t geospatial proxy

ould be

onsidered as an alternative representation of

the spatial information of an RDF representation when it is possible to map
the

ontent of the geospatial proxy to a formal model. The mapping is possible

be ause the information in Geoweb representations is spe ied by standardized
data models [9℄, and we

an nd in the literature mappings to formal models,

su h as the proposed in the Geospatial Semanti
iment [10℄. We

an

on lude that

Data rules. That is, when a semanti
they

Web Interoperability Exper-

exa t geospatial proxies

onform to Linked

appli ation requires spatial information,

ould be an alternative for HTML and RDF representations.
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geospatial proxy for the o ial
lose is a sket h of the boundary, related
shows the area where the boundary of Lisbon is, broad shows the boundary
of Portugal, and narrow shows the Praça do Comér io (Commer e Square), a
Fig. 1: Dierent examples of maps that may a t as
boundary of Lisbon,

apital of Portugal:

landmark of Lisbon.

3.1

Roles of a Geoweb des ription

We identify four roles that
des riptions in Semanti
lose A

lose proxy

ould be useful to understand how to use Geoweb

Web appli ations (Figure 1):

is a proxy that some information systems

an use as sour e

for an alternative identier of the entity. For example, a marker that identies
an entity in a map provided by a GML do ument is a
related A

related proxy

the spatial

lose proxy.

provides an indire t des ription of the resour e through

hara teristi s of the proxy. For example, a satellite image of an

related proxy of the entities of the area.
broad proxy is a kind of related proxy that

area is a
broad A

realizes essential

hara -

teristi s of an entity that is a parent of the des ribed entity. For example, a
large regional map is a broad geospatial proxy for
narrow A

narrow proxy

apital

ities.

is similar to a broad proxy but realizes essential

har-

a teristi s of an entity part of the des ribed entity. An example is a map
that shows a landmark of a

3.2

We

ity when the des ribed entity is the

ity.

Geo Linked Data re ipe

an summarize the Geo Linked Data re ipe as follows (see Figure 2b and

Figure 2a):
1. Entity URIs are dereferen ed following the Linked Data prin iples (see Bizer
et al. [4℄).
2. If su h a URI is dereferen ed a

ation/vnd.og .gml ),

epting a Geoweb MIME-type (e.g.

appli-

the server must return a geospatial des ription of the

entity that mat hes the MIME-type (e.g. GML) when available.
3. RDF des riptions may

ontain properties that advertise the presen e and

role of Geoweb des riptions;

lients

an use these

lues to dis over their

MIME-type and the best use of these representations.
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(a) Simple setup with a Geoweb data a ess servi e whi h serves geospatial
resour es in GML.

(b) The ontent negotiation model of Linked Data is
extended with support to Geoweb MIME-types.
Fig. 2: S hemati

representation of the relations in a simple setup. With a URI

that identies a real world resour e (e.g. Lisbon), the user

lient

an a

ess a

RDF or HTML representation through the Geo Linked Data Server in the same
server, or a geospatial representation (GML) in a Geoweb servi e.

4. RDF des riptions may

ontain RDF links to navigate to geospatial des rip-

tions provided by Geoweb servi es.

3.3

Making proxies visible

We

an use RDF to advertise the

tial proxy. We

presen e, the role

and the

lo ation

of a geospa-

an relate a URI to a geospatial proxy adding the following

statement to the RDF des ription of the entity:

<entity URI> p <MIME-type> .
The semanti s of the property

p

should entail that there is a dereferen eable

geospatial proxy for the entity identied by the URI. The property

p

ould also
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(a) The do ument asserts presen e and role of the proxy.

(b) The do ument asserts expli it lo ation and role of the proxy.
Fig. 3: Advertisement of geospatial proxies in RDF do uments.

des ribe the role of the proxy. Figure 3a shows how this assertion should be
interpreted. The URI

an be dereferen ed again, but this time requesting the

MIME-type asserted in the statement, to retrieve the geospatial representation.
The server that owns the URI is responsible for redire ting the user to the
ee tive lo ation of the geospatial proxy. This way of advertising presen e is
limited to only one proxy for ea h

ontent type. If the server

annot be properly

ongured, or the entity has several geospatial proxies with the same MIMEtype, we

ould make an expli it advertisement of the lo ation of ea h geospatial

proxy. The advertisement requires the assertion of statements like:

<entity URI> q <Geoweb do ument URI> .
The semanti s of the property

q

should assert that the Geoweb resour e is a

geospatial proxy, and, additionally, des ribe its role (see Figure 3b).

4

A Geo Linked Data s enario

Geo-Net-PT 02

[11℄ is an authoritative RDF dataset about named pla es of

4

Portugal available in the XLDB Node of Linguate a . Geo-Net-PT 02 denes
701,209 instan es, most of them named pla es. Postal
ments are the most

4

odes, streets and settle-

ommon types. Geo-Net-PT 02 has 21 dierent sour es. The

http://xldb.di.f .ul.pt/wiki/Geo-Net-PT_02
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Fig. 4: Use

ase s enario: geospatial proxies for Geo-Net-PT 02; the prex

gn:

identies the terms added to the vo abulary for advertising Geo Linked Data.

Instituto Geográ o Português

provides the O ial Administrative Boundaries

Map (CAOP) of Portugal. The CAOP dataset is available through a Geoweb
data a

ess servi e appli ation [8℄, whi h makes a

uments that are

exa t geospatial proxies

essible up-to-date GML do -

of the footprints of the administrative

units. Figure 4 des ribes an example of the advertisement of presen e, role and
lo ation of geospatial proxies in the Geo-Net-PT 02 dataset. The exa t link is
possible for administrative units. Ea h administrative unit in Portugal has a
unique o ial identier as attribute, whi h exists in the CAOP server and in
Geo-Net-PT 02. The setup of the Geo Linked Data endpoint follows the re ipe
presented in Subse tion 3.2. It allows
URI, su h as

:LisboaFootprint, and

also available. Then, the

lient

lients to dereferen e a Geo-Net-PT 02
dis over that a representation in GML is

an dereferen e again but asking for the MIME-

type of GML, and then, for example, display the result on a map.

5

Con lusions

This paper introdu ed Geo Linked Data, an approa h for in orporating referen es to Geoweb data and servi es in the Semanti

Web. The referen es, named

geospatial proxies, were hara terized, and the example based on Geo-Net-PT 02
showed how to use this approa h in a real s enario. Geo Linked Data requires
the update of RDF datasets with assertions of presen e of spatial des riptions,
whi h may in lude information about their role and lo ation. The roles ease
the use of Geo Linked Data by Semanti

Web appli ations. The lo ations al-

low users to navigate between Linked Data and Geoweb datasets. Future work
will in lude the formalization of the
automati

generation and

Geoweb resour es.

ategorization of geospatial proxies, and the

lassi ation of bindings between RDF datasets and
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